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Introduction
• The Stock Market (eg FTSE, S&P500) takes no notice of reputation,
status, background or track record
• Common sense, good judgement, discipline and risk management
all play important roles in enabling ‘smart investors’ to make
money, even during the FTSE’s wildest mood swings (eg dotcom)
• At the end of the day, equities are driven by sales, earnings and
dividend growth, rather than sentiment / emotions
• “In the short run, the market is a voting machine, but in the long
run, it is a weighing machine” Benjamin Graham
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Order of play
•
•
•
•
•

Why invest in stocks?
Basics of investing
Expected long-term returns from various asset classes
Where to start?
Types of investor and how to deliver positive ‘Alpha’
– Level 1 - ‘Passive‘, time poor, looking for market performance from a fully
diversified portfolio of mega/largecaps
– Level 2 - ‘Semi pro-active’, seeking better returns from slightly more effort/risk
– Level 3 - ‘pro-active’, part/full time, greatest risk/reward

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to value shares
Principles of value/GARP (growth at reasonable prices) investing
What to look for in great companies, and how to find them
My most expensive mistakes
Special situations
How to control your emotions
Investment ‘Tips’ - What to do and how to avoid the howlers
Current state of play on the markets
Summary
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Disclaimer
•

•
•
•

These slides are for educational purposes only. They contain my own
thoughts after investing for >25 years. No guarantee is given with regard to
the accuracy / completeness of the information / opinions
No personal advice / recommendations are intended or being given
Please do your own research and reach your own conclusions
This document does not constitute, and should not be construed as, any
offer for sale / purchase of any share / traded security

Disclosure (Author - Paul Hill: ACMA, MSI, BEng)
• For the period 1st Mar’00 to 30th Apr’16, my equity portfolio increased on
average by 15% pa (excluding dividends) vs 0% pa for FTSE100
• 200 stocks were purchased, with an average holding period of approx 2
years, achieving a hit rate of 1.6x (winners:losers) and a ‘conviction ratio’ of
2x (£’s average gain / £’s average loss)
• The hit rate from my larger investments has been > the smaller ones –
which is good, albeit I would like to improve the % of winners:losers to
nearer 2.0x
• Typically I buy only ‘high risk’, ‘under-researched’, ‘out-of-favour’
small/microcaps (market cap <£100m), where pricing anomalies tend to be
greatest. Past performance is no guarantee of future success
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So why invest in equities?
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Cash is a poor store of value, since it declines 2.5% pa on average in real
terms, assuming inflation of 3% pa and interest rates of 0.5%
The reduction of higher rate interest tax relief on Buy-To-Let mortgages,
along with the recent 3% hike in stamp duty on 2nd homes, has made UK
property less attractive too
In comparison over the long term, the global economy expands at around
4% pa real, or 7% nominal
So with another 1% pa coming from corporate productivity gains, equities
typically produce gross (including dividends) returns of circa 8% pa.
Or in other words, an investor doubles their money every 9-10 years
By sticking to some basic principles, it is possible to supplement and/or
even entirely replace one’s salary with investment income
HMRC encourages everyone to invest by offering them tax-free gains &
income, if sheltered in ISAs and SIPPs. Where else can you earn 8% pa
after tax?
The government does this to help stimulate jobs, finance innovation (eg
new medicines) and boost GDP
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What to do before you start
• Pay-off all expensive loans eg credit card
• Keep a rainy day fund, ideally 3-6 months’ salary
• Consider your:
 Investment goals – eg saving for a house, child’s education, retirement.
What annual % return are you seeking?
 Risk tolerance – How do you handle losing money, as this will
undoubtedly happen on occasions? And it is painful!
 Time horizons – Only invest in equities, if the cash can be locked up for
5+ years
 Investor type – “passive” or more “pro-active”?
 Experience level – “don’t run before you can walk”, and aim to continue
learning
 Asset allocation – what % of your portfolio to put into equities verses
bonds, cash, property and alternatives?
 Tax position – preference for capital gains and/or income?
 Ethical preferences – Are there any sectors to exclude on morale
grounds?
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The basics of investing
•

There is no such thing as ‘100% secure’. This is a risk management &
‘probabilities’ game, since
 Hyper-inflation can destroy the real value of cash/bonds
 Sudden interest rate hikes damage property and stock valuations
 Companies can and do go bust

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Do not invest what you can’t afford to lose
Have a disciplined approach to buy, sell and hold decisions
Do not blindly follow the ‘herd’
The trick is to wait patiently for the right opportunities
Don’t buy on margin/leverage. Equities are long duration assets that can be
volatile. If you take out a loan using your portfolio as collateral, then at
some point there will be a sharp correction. Here the bank/broker could
demand their money back – thereby putting you in the position of ‘forced
seller’ at perhaps distressed levels
Invest more in those ideas where the risk/reward is most favourable and
you have greatest conviction (re: Level 2 & 3 investing - see later)
No matter how talented you are at picking stocks, it can still take literally
years before you make any money. Successful investing requires patience
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But greater risk doesn’t mean higher returns
•
•

In fact adopting a purely ‘high risk’ strategy is nearly always a disaster.
“Luck favours the brave, but not the stupid”
Successful investing is all about ‘tilting the odds in your favour’ - by
consistently applying “Value or GARP” principles to:
– Identify quality businesses, and calculate what they are worth
– Stress test these valuations with regards to (wrt) different scenarios
– Purchase stocks which trade at prices below their intrinsic worth (say <30% for
smallcaps and <10% largecaps) and you are >80% certain of generating
positive returns
– This margin of safety is your ‘insurance’ policy. A pristine balance sheet
too, with plenty of cash, also provides downside protection. Ideally your stockpicks should contain both, albeit this is not always easy to find
– Monitor companies closely and re-evaluate the investment case
– Sell equities when they become expensive (again >30% of smallcaps), or your
thesis is not longer valid
– Recycle the proceeds into opportunities that offer better value
– Measure one’s own performance wrt ‘hit rate’ (number of winners/losers) and
‘conviction ratio’ (£’s average gain / £’s average loss)
– Learn from mistakes
– Don’t ‘double down’ on loss making positions, unless you are absolutely sure that
the stock is mis-priced and the market is wrong
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Areas to treat with caution
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Investment bubbles or stocks trading at nose-bleed levels
Dying industries (eg newspapers, book/music shops)
‘Day trading’ / ‘spread betting’; since >95% of punters lose money!
Unless you REALLY know what you’re doing, then I’d also steer clear of
Venture Capital Trusts (VCTs) and/or Enterprise Investment Schemes (EIS),
as management fees tend to be steep and returns poor. HMRC knows this,
which is why such lucrative tax breaks are offered
Hedge funds, private equity and/or structured products - where again
liquidity can be low and charges eye-watering (2% pa + 20% of the upside)
“Jam tomorrow” (blue sky startups) and “Hail Mary” (last chance saloon)
stocks - where the probability of a complete wipe-out is >50%
‘Alternative’ assets (stamps, art) whose transaction costs can be >10%
Companies with significant outstanding ‘in-the-money’ warrants, convertible
loans or too much financial leverage eg net debt > 2.5x EBITDA
Shady ‘un-regulated’ industries that could be hit by government crackdowns
Stocks with cash-heavy working capital cycles (>25% of sales)
Cut throat markets suffering from wafer thin margins
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The good news though…
•

•

For long term investors, despite the odd crash along the way, equities
tend to rise slightly faster than nominal GDP. So the longer one’s time
horizons (say >5 years), then the more likely positive returns will be
realised
Stock markets are forward looking, and normally anticipate economic
conditions 6-9 months in advance of published data
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So where to start?
•

First begin by deciding what type of investor you want to be:
– Level 1: ‘Passive Armchair’ (time poor, low experience, no special
desire/expertise to research stocks)
– Level 2: Semi-active (prepared to put in some effort & accept greater risk)
– Level 3: Pro-active (love investing & wish to devote a lot more time/energy)
– These investment ‘models’ are not mutually exclusive. You can obviously use any
or all of them to manage different parts of your portfolio

•

Levels 2 and 3 aim to add positive “Alpha” to your portfolio. Alpha being
the "excess” return generated from “stock/sector picking” – ie over and
above the gains derived from the market as a whole (known as Beta)
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Rule # 1– MINIMISE COSTS
•

•
•

Whichever investor type you decide, remember that costs play an
enormous part. For instance don’t pay for expensive money managers, who
simply track the major indices
Between 2005-15, 73% of all UK and 86% of eurozone active funds
underperformed their benchmarks (Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices)
Typical charges are: IFA = 0.5%, fund manager TER = 1% and other hidden
fees = 0.5%. 2% may not sound significant, but if the returns are only 8%
pa, then these costs alone could eat up 25% of your annual gains
450
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1st base is refreshingly simple
•

•

Being a Level 1 investor is relatively easy, since it involves constructing your
own diversified ‘largecap fund’ (see overleaf), thus minimising costs
For portfolios worth >£100k, gradually drip (say over 1-2 years) funds into a
basket of around 40 different, large corporations (eg Unilever, SABMiller,
GSK, Vodafone, Reckitt Benckiser, Aviva); each equally weighted (2.5%)
and with market capitalisations of >£2bn (ie offering excellent liquidity and very tight
dealing spreads)

•
•

•

•

By slowly investing the cash over an extended period, this should hopefully
avoid the mistake of buying everything at a market top
In terms of exposure, do not allocate >5% to any one position - and if it
climbs to >10%, begin “top slicing”. Also no one sector (eg energy, banks,
tech, healthcare, consumer staples/discretionary, industrials) should
represent >20% of the portfolio
To be a semi/pro-active investor though, you MUST have a decent
view on valuation, which means being able to understand company
accounts, markets, businesses, etc. If you can’t do this (or are not prepared to),
then by default you probably should be Level 1
Only attempt Level 3, if you’re prepared to do much more research and
accept the elevated risks of investing in less liquid, off-the-beaten-track,
small/microcaps
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Passive Armchair investors – Level 1
•

The trick here is not to be too ambitious. Target 8% pa returns, and stick
to it. Otherwise there’s a danger you’ll move up the risk spectrum without
performing the necessary level of due diligence / research

•

You can either choose these 40 stocks yourself, or simply replicate what the
best money managers are doing by downloading their funds’ data sheets. It is
critical to cover multiple industries/geographies for diversification purposes
(see next page). “No one stock should make or break the portfolio”

•

Going forward, the portfolio needs to be reviewed and rebalanced at least
every 3-12 months, to ensure it meets your long term objectives. Given each
stock is equally weighted, then overall returns will not match exactly those
achieved from the FTSE100/350, since these indices are weighted by "market
capitalisation"

•

For portfolios <£100k, it is probably sensible (re costs & diversification) to instead
purchase low cost, passive, asset backed ETFs/trackers run by major
investment houses (eg Blackrock), rather than try to create your own
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Diversification is key for Level 1 investors
•

•
•

Diversification is crucial for wealth preservation and capital growth. Level 1
investors should aim to achieve market neutral (or Beta) returns of circa 8%
pa from a fully diversified portfolio of approx 40 non-correlated largecaps
FTSE350 companies tend to earn a lot of their profits abroad, so there should
be no urgent need to buy foreign listed shares solely for this reason
What’s more transaction costs for overseas stocks can be expensive, often
incurring forex commissions of 1-2% and “with-holding tax” on dividends
Systemic (known as Beta) risk/reward relates
to the volatility of gains/losses from the FTSE
as a whole. The FTSE Beta = 1.0 vs roughly
1.5 for a basket of quality smallcaps
Diversifiable risk/reward (known as Alpha) is
derived from an investor’s own skills at
‘stock/sector picking’. This can be almost
eliminated by holding around 40 noncorrelated largecaps (see left-hand diagram)
The objective of Levels 2 & 3 is to add
positive ‘Alpha’ – and hence improve
overall returns
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ETFs are not risk-free
•

•

•

•

•

•

The key attraction of ETFs (Exchange Traded Funds) is that they provide a
cheap/quick way to create a diversified portfolio with good liquidity. Shares
can be bought/sold throughout the trading day
That said they carry their own peculiar risks; so as a rule-of-thumb I would
play it simple, and go for major issuers (eg Blackrock, Vanguard,
StateStreet) offering vanilla products that are asset backed – rather than
‘synthetic ETFs that use derivatives. For example “Inverse” ETFs purchase
swaps, and these are likely to lose money if held over a prolonged period
Moreover those tracking commodities (ETCs), such oil, iron ore and gold, can
get hit by ‘Contango roll’ – ie where futures prices are > spot prices.
Therefore buying high and selling low, as these derivatives approach expiry
Personally I would avoid ETNs (Notes) and structured products too, since
they are essentially promises from an issuing bank to pay a given return.
When Lehman Brothers went bust, its ETNs went with it
Even standard ETFs carry some risk, since several issuers lend stocks out to
‘short sellers’ who themselves could go pop. Being trackers, many also buy
more shares after they have risen, and sell those that fall (ie not always ideal)
Obviously before investing, please read the prospectus to ensure that you
fully understand the relevant pros & cons
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2nd base offers better returns
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

Level 2 (ie semi-active) is appropriate for people who are prepared to do a bit
more research and stock selection, with the objective of delivering enhanced
returns. It can also be a good step towards Level 3
Here identify your top 20 FTSE350 ideas with marketcaps of >£500m (ie lower
than for Level 1), and ‘double weight’ (3.34%) each
This ‘stock picking’ layer, if successful, should hopefully add positive ‘Alpha’,
thus lifting overall gains to 9-10% pa
The remaining 20 stocks are then equal weighted (1.67%) – ensuring that the
final portfolio covers a broad spectrum of industries / geographies
Critics argue this is futile, since largecaps are always priced perfectly. In theory
yes, but in practice no. In my opinion (IMO) thanks to the ‘herd’ effect, the
market’s irrational bouts of exuberance/pessimism and computer trading;
there is at any one time up to 1/10th of FTSE350 constituents trading at >10%
below their fair values
Portfolio rebalancing should occur slightly more often than for Level 1 (say 2-6
months) to ensure no single exposure becomes excessively large, and the double
weighted positions are re-assessed in light of ongoing newsflow
Again I would not invest >5% in any one company – but given the ‘Alpha’
overlay, would lift the maximum tolerances to say 12% and 25% respectively
for individual stocks and sectors
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Proactive investment involves hard graft
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Although it is relatively simple to generate market returns by creating one’s
own Level 1 largecap fund, it is very hard to consistently beat the index
To do so requires, a great deal of effort, time, emotional discipline and risk
management. If you can’t (or not prepared to) do this, then being a serious Level
3 investor is probably not realistic
IMO, it is possible to safely invest in smallcaps, if you use ‘Value or GARP’
based principles. These stocks are often ‘mis-priced’ as they are less
researched by analysts, and often too illiquid to interest institutions
Diversification is achieved by choosing 50+ ‘deeply’ undervalued smallcaps (ie
> for Levels 1 & 2, reflecting their narrower focus) across various industries/geographies.
That said I am hardly ever fully diversified, since I try to maximise ‘Alpha’
and generally run a 20-30 stock portfolio
A hit rate for smallcaps of 2:1 winners / losers is very good (mine is 1.6:1)
Overall returns of say 12% pa are derived from adding +ve Alpha to the
market’s Beta. 4% pa extra on £100k, is worth another £95k over 10 years
Note: Smallcaps with a Beta of 1.5x, are inherently riskier than largecaps
(Beta 1.0x). Meaning if the FTSE350 fell 10%, then in theory a diversified
smallcap portfolio would decline by 15% (or 50% more)
Positions must be constantly monitored - ie not just every 2-6 months. Time
horizons also need to be longer due to reduced liquidity
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Personality traits for Level 3 investors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Love of equity markets, businesses, industries, economics and politics –
enjoy researching stocks and balancing risk/reward
Logical, numerate and rational - although you certainly don’t need to be a
super genius
Thick skinned to cope with stress of intermittent shocks
Sufficiently flexible to modify views with new information
Self starter and prepared to think/act independently ie where data supports
contrarian view
Understanding of non-monetary, as well as financial/accounting data
Ability to value stocks correctly, perform sensitivities, manage risk,
assess probabilities and weigh-up the numerous trade-offs that can impact
a company’s performance
Healthy scepticism of management ‘guff’
‘Auditor’s Nose’ to sniff out skulduggery and weak business models
Skill to learn from one’s own and others’ mistakes. “Practise makes perfect”
Seeking long term gains, as opposed to ‘fast bucks’, and prepared to suffer
the odd ‘sleepless’ night
Awareness of own strengths/weaknesses to pick the right battles where one
has greatest knowledge – “you don’t have to swing on every ball”
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AIM stocks are not for the feint hearted
•
•

•
•

IMO, AIM (LSE’s junior market) is best accessed only by experienced
Level 3 stock-pickers
Corporate governance standards are lower than on the main LSE (London
Stock Exchange) exchange, especially wrt funding (ie no pre-emption
rights), regulatory oversight and Board composition
20 year annual returns between Jan’96-Apr16 have been ZERO
Today there are >1,000 AIM stocks, with a smattering:
– Of questionable quality with weak business models
– Run by relatively inexperienced managers
– Suffering from illiquidity and wide dealing spreads

•

•

•

As such the risks and price volatility are elevated, meaning that the
discount rates, potential upside and ‘margins of safety’ used for valuation
purposes (see later) should be much > for largecaps
Nonetheless regardless of the odd dud, there are still many excellent
early-stage and dividend paying businesses run by uber-smart,
honest and hardworking staff
One just needs to sift out the good from the bad – which is what I try to
do
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How to value stocks?
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What is value/GARP investing?
• Figuring out what something is worth, and paying a lot less for it. Or
in other words:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buy low - ie >30% upside for smallcaps and >10% for FTSE350
Sell at or above fair value unless a takeover looks imminent
Recycle proceeds into other deep-value plays
Fight the right battles where you have greatest knowledge
Invest more in those stocks where you feel most confident
Modify views in light of new data – “don't become a King Canute”
No single investment should “make or break you”
Be patient, disciplined, control emotions & contrarian in nature
Monitor performance in relation to “number of winners/losers” and
“average £s gained/lost per trade”)
Learn from mistakes
Some of my best investments have been those I’ve deliberately avoided
(eg Dotcom bust, banking crisis, commodity/oil crash)
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Value £s
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Objective to “Buy low and sell high”
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My most expensive mistakes
•

Moving too far up the risk spectrum leading to reduced hit rates by:
–
–
–
–

•

•
•

•
•
•

Compromising the ‘80% confidence’ rule
‘Not top slicing’, where positions become >10% of portfolio
Bottom fishing in structurally broken industries
Nibbling at / punting on “early stage, blue sky story” stocks

Buying ‘illiquid’ shares, where it is impossible to sell in decent volumes.
Note: Being able to manage liquidity is a major factor in whether or not
you should be a small/microcap (Level 3) investor
Not understanding an industry’s future supply/demand dynamics in
sufficient detail
Trying to ‘catch a falling knife’. The vast majority of cheap stocks, are
in fact value traps. They appear cheap, because in reality problems have
not been fixed and another profit warning may be around the corner
‘Selling too early’ - albeit this is inevitable when using a value based
approach
Far too much stock/sector concentration, which can kill a portfolio,
especially during ‘black swan’ events
Putting too much faith in management. Great CEOs cannot control
external market forces – even the best laid plans will sometimes fail
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What I look for in great companies
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

From a practical perspective, very few (if any) businesses possess
ALL these qualities, so compromises inevitably have to be made
Plenty of Pricing Power – derived from dominant market positions, brands,
patents, software, network effect, cost advantage, high switching costs, etc
Secular and growing demand for products (organic growth > 1.5x GDP).
Winning market share
Recurring/repeatable revenues (say >50% of turnover) – less dependent on
the economic cycle and/or lumpy/one-off orders
Gross and operating (EBIT) margins of >45% and >10% respectively
Scalable with good geographical reach and low counter-party risk
Strong cash generation – operating cash conversion >90% (Operating
Cashflow / EBIT). Trade working capital <15% sales
Pristine balance sheets with low net debt (<1x EBITDA), pension deficits
(<10% mrk cap) and/or other liabilities
1st rate management who own a chunk of equity and consistently generate
‘through cycle’ ROCEs > 15%
Great companies however are not worth buying “at any price”
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How to crunch the numbers
•

This is not easy, since ideally you need to put together;
– Detailed financial forecasts and ‘discounted cashflow models’ (DCF) covering the
economic cycle (see overleaf for worked example)
– Compare these numbers to analyst estimates. If the derived ‘valuation’ is > the
shareprice, then the company might be a buy. However in the event your
forecasts are still below market consensus, then this could imply a profit warning
is coming. Here I would generally hold-off and see how things develop
– Sensitivity analysis, to stress test the projections under worst, base and best
case scenarios; thus creating a range, of say +/- 20%

•

This is not an exact science, so sense-check the valuation against
current trading multiples for sector peers:
–
–
–
–
–

Enterprise Value (EV) / Sales, where EV = Mrk Cap +/- Net debt/cash
EV/EBITDA and/or EV/EBIT (using sustainable margins & net cash/debt)
Price to earnings ratio (PER), and/or earnings yield (ie 1 / PER)
Price to earnings growth (PEG), defined as PER / % EPS increase
Price to Book = Market capitalisation / Net assets, or (if looking for ‘cigar butts’)
use ‘net tangible assets’, or even net current tangible assets
– Dividend yield, and/or operational cashflow yield (OCF / EV)

•

My preferred metrics are: EV/EBIT, PER, PEG and cashflow yield. Although
for asset heavy companies, such as banks, insurers, REITs, Unit Trusts
and house builders, then I tend to find ‘Price to net tangible book’ is better
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Hypothetical smallcap: Financial forecasts
2014 Act
£'000s

2015 Act
£'000s

2016 Est
£'000s

2017 Est
£'000s

2018 Est
£'000s

35,000
45,000
80,000

40,000
50,000
90,000

41,200
53,000
94,200

43,260
55,120
98,380

45,423
57,325
102,748

14.3%
11.1%
12.5%

3.0%
6.0%
4.7%

5.0%
4.0%
4.4%

5.0%
4.0%
4.4%

26,000
32.5%

29,000
32.2%

30,762
32.7%

32,898
33.4%

35,161
34.2%

EBITDA
% Margin

6,700
8.4%

6,400
7.1%

7,386
7.8%

8,485
8.6%

9,410
9.2%

Division A
Division B
Adjusted EBIT

2,000
2,300
4,300

2,300
1,500
3,800

2,266
2,120
4,386

2,596
2,756
5,352

2,952
3,439
6,392

Division A
Division B
% Operating Margin

5.7%
5.1%
5.4%

5.8%
3.0%
4.2%

5.5%
4.0%
4.7%

6.0%
5.0%
5.4%

6.5%
6.0%
6.2%

-600

-650

-600

-500

-400

3,700

3,150

3,786

4,852

5,992

Adjusted EPS (p)
EPS growth rate

14.0

11.5
-18.0%

14.9
29.6%

19.0
27.5%

23.3
22.9%

Dividend (pence)

5.25

5.47

7.12

9.13

11.27

16.3
0.64
7.6
11.9
2.3%
8.7%

19.9
0.57
8.0
13.4
-1.11
2.4%
7.4%

15.4
0.54
6.9
11.6
0.52
3.1%
8.0%

12.0
0.52
6.0
9.5
0.44
4.0%
9.7%

9.8
0.50
5.4
8.0
0.43
4.9%
11.3%

-6,000

-5,000

-4,940

-3,751

-2,005

Net assets / diluted share (p)

175

181

185

190

198

Shareprice (p)

229

Company XYZ plc
(December year end)
Division A
Division B
Turnover
Division A
Division B
% YoY growth
Gross margin
% Margin

Underlying Interest charge
Adjusted Profit before Tax

Valuation benchmarks
P/E ratio
EV/Sales
EV/EBITDA
EV/EBIT
PEG ratio
Dividend yield
Adjusted ROACE (ex cash)
Net cash/(debt)
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Dummy shareprice vs calc’d fair value
290
260
230
200
170
140
110
80
Shareprice

Estimated Fair Value per Share

50
20
01/05

01/06

01/07

01/08

01/09

01/10

01/11

01/12

01/13

01/14

01/15

01/16
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Key questions to ask
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

What are the expected future organic growth rates? How does this
compare with the industry? How are profits and cash flows generated?
What is the future demand/supply picture?
What are the business’ "unique selling points" (USPs)? How important are
they in terms of market success - especially for new products? Are
management trying to solve a problem that frankly does not exist?
Is the balance sheet (B/S) secure? What is the ‘average’ net cash/debt
position, and are there any saleable assets (eg spare land/buildings) or
significant liabilities hidden on/off the B/S?
What discount rate to employ? Ideally this should be the long term ‘cost of
capital’. I typically use 12% for low/medium risk smallcaps
If the stock is a turnaround, then what are its sustainable profits, earnings
and dividends? Likewise for economically sensitive industries, factor in
"through cycle" earnings / multiples
On what ratios do sector peers trade (see overleaf), and what prices have
been paid in recent M&A deals?
If the valuation comes out much higher than the current shareprice, then
always ask “what have I missed”? There is a fine line between genius
and insanity!
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Smallcap peer comparison
Current year EV / EBIT multiple
Sector average

Current year PE ratios

13.5

Business G

Sector average

14.3

Business F

Business G

17.1

Business E

14.5

10.0

18.5

Business A

10.0
5.0

15.4

Business B

13.2

0.0

16.4

Company XYZ plc

14.5

FTSE100

19.8

Business C

11.6

Business A

13.9

Business D

12.9

Business B

24.4

Business E

Business D

Company XYZ plc

17.5

Business F

10.2

Business C

17.8

16.5

FTSE100

15.0

20.0

14.0
0.0

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

25.0

30.0

Note: Current year refers to 1st forecast period (ie in this case estimates for 2016)
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Smallcap peer comparison
Current year dividend yields

CY yield on operating cashflow

Sector average

2.8%

Business G

3.6%

Business F

2.1%

Business E

Sector average

8.9%

Business G

8.8%

Business F

2.0%

6.7%

Business E

Business D

10.5%

2.7%

Business D
Business C

7.5%

2.7%

Business C
Company XYZ plc

8.8%

3.1%

Company XYZ plc
Business B

10.5%

3.8%

Business B
Business A

8.9%

2.4%

FTSE100

3.5%
0.0%

0.5%

1.0%

1.5%

2.0%

2.5%

3.0%

3.5%

4.0%

Business A
0.0%

9.5%
2.0%

4.0%

6.0%

8.0%

10.0%
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12.0%

Sum-of-the-parts ‘fair value’/share
350p
325p
300p

45p

275p
25p

250p
225p

33p

174p

40p

200p
175p
150p
125p

250p

100p
75p

138p

50p
25p
0p
Division A

Division B

Net debt

Deferred
consideration
(non
contingent)

Pension deficit Surplus land for
sale

Total
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Example of sensitivity analysis
All things being equal, I would consider buying this stock at prices <175p, and sell it
above 325p

Global 2 year recession from 2017 onwards
Elimination of pension deficit
Further synergies from recent acquisition
2017 entry into China
Key customer goes bust
Regulatory approval of new product
BREXIT
2% higher profit margins

Takeover premium
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

Fair Value per share (p)
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How important are dividends?
•

Unlike many, I am not especially hung up about having to receive a
dividend each year if a company is expanding rapidly. Indeed a payout in
such circumstances can actually imply the stock has gone ex-growth

•

If the board has superior opportunities that can deliver ROCEs (Return on
capital employed) > the cost of capital, then it makes sense for the cash
to be deployed within the business, rather than distributed to shareholders

•

That said paying dividends is a good discipline – especially for largecaps and can indicate the Board’s level of confidence in future prospects.
Businesses offering yields > inflation, coupled with solid balance sheets
and dividend cover of >2x are probably best for income seekers

•

However when yields are >7%, particularly in a low interest rate
environment, investors should question whether this is sustainable. Juicy
payouts normally imply cuts are on the way
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Useful information sources
•

Publicly available
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

RNS announcements – www.investigate.co.uk
Company websites, accounts, press, WSJ/FT, Google, IR contacts
Listing prospectus, SEC, Companies House
Bank of England, Office of National statistics, Bloomberg, CNBC, Investors Chronicle,
Shares magazine
Investor slides, conference calls, interviews, research/broker reports
Competitor, customer and supplier announcements (ie read-across about industry)
Consensus analyst forecasts (www.digitallook.com), albeit these are not always
uptodate
Bulletin boards (eg www.advfn.com) and influential smallcap bloggers such as Paul
Scott at Stockopedia

Digging into the dirt
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Email questions to directors / investor relations (IR) contact
Speak to management at AGM, investor meetings, webinars
Test products/services vs competition
Speak to customers and suppliers, say at trade shows / exhibitions
Read industry magazines
Site visits, or even work for the company
Keep abreast of UK, EU legislative changes
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Further reading on stock valuation
•

In terms of additional reference material, there is tons available on the
internet and/or in book shops. Titles include:
– “The Intelligent Investor” by Benjamin Graham (updated by Jason Zweig)
– “Investment Valuation” by Aswath Damodaran
– “Analysis of Equity Investments: Valuation” by John Stowe, Thomas Robinson,
Jerad Pinot and Dennis McLeavey

•

Moreover if you’d like to review some real-life examples of
forecasts/valuations, then there are free analyst research reports at the
likes of www.equitydevelopment.co.uk

•

Valuation methodologies are also covered by www.Investopedia.com,
Investors Chronicle, Wall Street Journal and the Financial Times
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How to find interesting opportunities?
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Where to start looking?
•

There are quite a few websites such as FT.com and DigitalLook.com, which
offer free "stock screeners", to help identify "value plays“. More
sophisticated applications though, usually have to be purchased

•

Personally I get most of my best ideas from reading articles, doing
research, thinking about new trends and trying to predict who will be the
winners/losers of industry shakeups

•

Having a small close network of impartial, experienced and expert fellow
investors, is ideal for bouncing ideas off. That said the vast majority of my
most successful investments (& biggest failures) have come from my own
analysis

•

If you decide to use a stock screener, then I typically filter on revenues,
earnings and cash multiples, along with gearing, cash/debt and net
tangible assets
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Some growth sectors to consider
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Robotics, driver-less vehicles and automation of corporates/households
Making health care and governments more efficient
New / personalised medicines
Technology, software, ‘internet of things’, new payment methods, content
digitisation, social media
Peer-to-peer banking/finance
Artificial intelligence
Combatting global warming, climate change and the need for cleaner
energy forms / decarbonisation
Tackling terrorism, migration, tax evasion/avoidance, cyber-crime and ID
theft
Tourism and even space travel
Growth of emerging markets and Africa
Population growth and need for water conservation
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Places to tread carefully
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sectors swamped by over-capacity and ‘predatory’ pricing eg steel, solar
panels, ship building
Printed media (re content digitisation)
Environmentally unfriendly industries eg coal mining, chemicals, diesel,
solid waste land-fill owners
Physical stores due to the ongoing dis-intermediation of online shopping
Commoditisation of any area, that China decides to class as being
"strategically important” – as it will be inevitably be flooded with new
supply (eg solar, steel, etc)
Backlash against processed foods containing high sugar, fat and salt
content, as consumers adopt more healthier, all nature diets
Stocks impacted by the introduction of National Living Wage (pubs,
restaurants, supermarkets) – could prove difficult to pass on
Sectors suffering from price deflation eg Electronics, PCs
Companies selling capital equipment to the public sector / NHS
Cyclical industries coming off the boil, such as commercial property (also
impacted by BREXIT worries) and car manufacturers
IMO, the commodity/oil super-cycle is over for next 5 years
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A few special situations
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Investing in turnarounds
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Turnarounds can take twice as long, and cost twice as much as originally
planned – meaning there is usually no desperate rush for investors to get
on-board immediately
Try to understand "what sustainable revenues and operating margins can
be achieved under normal conditions“. Here look at competitor growth
rates and profit margins as benchmarks
Discount these back using a suitable "risk-adjusted" rate and relevant
multiple (eg 10x EV/EBIT), to arrive at an indicative valuation range. Only
invest if the upside is substantial (say >50%), reflecting the elevated risk
It is probably wise to invest small amounts initially, until the recovery
starts to take shape
Personally I prefer ‘special situations’ which have plenty of cash, or own
valuable non-core assets which can be sold (eg land/property). Thus if
there are hiccups, there is no need for an emergency fund raise
Experienced and strong management is essential
If the turnaround fails to materialise, then “don’t throw good money
after bad”
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Roll-ups / Special Acquisition Vehicles (SPACs)
•

I tend to steer clear of SPACs because they often end in tears. Approx.
2/3rds of all takeovers destroy value – known as “winner’s curse”

•

Moreover if a company’s sole objective is to acquire other businesses, then
there is a danger they will become ‘forced buyers’ or ‘deal junkies’ - and
overpay

•

SPACs have a much better chance of success, if the Board possesses deep
industry/roll-up experience, are investing in discreet ‘target verticals’ and
importantly know how to integrate

•

In terms of valuation, it is much easier to deliver ‘hard’ cost savings, than
less certain x-selling synergies
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What price to pay for quality?
•

This is always a tricky topic, since inevitably multiples are elevated for
premium stocks. In fact often the best companies trade on forward P/E
ratios of >20x

•

Nonetheless if the EPS is growing fast, then it shouldn’t be too long until
the shares look cheap

•

As a rough guide, if the forward 3 year PEG ratio is <1, then the stock
could offer good value – especially if the Board has visibility over earnings
(eg in healthcare)

•

Conversely problems can arise when a high growth business, which might
be ‘priced to perfection’, hits a road-bump – leading to a major shareprice
slump, as analysts simultaneously chop their estimates, ratings and
multiples
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Interpreting director trades
•

Large exec director purchases can be a good buy signal, since it
theoretically indicates management’s confidence in how the stock is
positioned going forward

•

However for board members with pitiful track records, or those who are
under intense pressure, then these can be ‘red herrings’

•

Additionally many on the board, as part of their remuneration packages,
are often obliged to buy, irrespective of how they think the shares will
perform

•

IMO, a more reliable barometer of upside potential is what other serious
value investors are doing (eg Warren Buffett, Giles Hargreave, Neil
Woodford)

•

What’s more, whenever an exec director disposes of a big slug of stock unless it relates to paying off tax on LTIPs or divorce settlements – I
usually treat this with caution
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What to do with ‘Blue Sky Story’ stocks
•

Given their pioneering nature (sometimes pre-revenue), these types of earlystage companies – say developing new ‘disruptive’ technologies - are super
volatile, often leading to ‘binary’ outcomes. In fact probably >1/3rd ultimately
go bankrupt

•

Ask yourself “is this new product / service actually solving a real-life
problem, or one that doesn’t really exist?”

•

Another issue occurs when the press gets hold of the story, and a wave of
retail money piles in ‘at almost any price’ (see ‘hype cycle’ overleaf), sending
the shares parabolic

•

Unfortunately when the business inevitably stumbles, the same money
reverses, driving the stock to the floor. This ‘herd’ effect tends to be most
extreme in the technology / healthcare sectors

•

Even so, if at the end of the day the investment case still stacks up, then
buying at the point of maximum “Despair” (see overleaf) can deliver
unbelievable returns. Just “don’t bet the farm” – trying to pick the bottom is
almost impossible
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Take advantage of the hype cycle
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Valuing ‘blue sky’ stocks is very difficult
•

•
•
•

For this reason alone, I would usually keep a wide berth. That said there
are a few with realistic ‘multi-bagger’ potential - yet I would still factor in a
healthy margin of safety, say >50%
On top there should be sufficient cash on the balance sheet to get the
company through to profitability and become self-funding
In terms of DCF, I would insist too on a discount rate of 15%+. In the
below example, 17% has been used - producing a fair value of 100p
As such if the shares were <50p, then the stock might be worth a flutter

Company ABC plc
(December yearend)
Sales
EBITDA
Tax
Capex and capitalised R&D
Change in working capital
Operating free cashflow (OCF) - all equity
Closing net cash on balance sheet

2014 Act
£'000s

2015 Act
£'000s

2016 Est
£'000s

2017 Est
£'000s

2018 Est
£'000s

2019 Est
£'000s

2020 Est
£'000s

2021 Est
£'000s

2022 Est
£'000s

20,000
-8,974
0
-3,000
-935

54,740
-20,473
0
-4,500
-684

127,300
-4,222
0
-6,365
-2,557

266,212
16,496
0
-13,311
-4,924

410,187
42,570
0
-20,509
-7,109

606,759
74,757
0
-30,338
-9,589

862,226
101,188
-13,769
-43,111
-11,920

1,208,161
133,500
-25,667
-60,408
-15,959

TV

-12,909

-25,657

-13,144

-1,739

14,952

34,830

32,387

31,465

977,787

48,000

22,343

9,199

7,460

22,412

57,242

89,629

121,094

Valuation at range of discount rates
Rate
19%
18%
17%
16%
15%

Fair Value (p/share)
87
94
100
107
114

Implied multiples for terminal value in 2022
Sales x

Cashflow x

EBITA x

EBITDA x

0.8

31.1

8.0

7.3
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How can technology impact companies?
•
•
•
•
•

•

Fortunes can be made and lost very quickly, in light of product life cycle
compression and viral marketing
Greater polarisation between winners and losers
Damage to industry leaders who are slow to change
Greater public scrutiny of Boards and exec pay
Ability of companies to shift their operations around the world to efficiently
manage resource, employees and tax
Tech stocks tend to spend more on R&D, and less on plant & equipment

So what does this all mean?
• “Buy and Hold forever” is less appropriate. Investors need to stay ahead
of the curve
• Focus more on stocks with strong barriers to entry – eg patent protection,
‘networking’ benefits and recurring revenues
• The consumer electronics sector is typically valued on much lower ratings
than say cloud service providers, which have far superior sales visibility
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Do not rely on Technical analysis
•

By reviewing price charts, Technical Analysts try to identify patterns in order
predict the future direction of shares, commodities, etc

•

No assessment on value is made

•

Worse still, due to the influence of algorithmic, machine and high frequency
trading, historical chart patterns generate too many false buy/sell signals

•

IMO, this is no more than ‘pot luck’ with dealing costs eating away at any gains

•

All the same, “50 and 200 day Moving Averages” can be helpful to gauge where
momentum/sentiment lies, as largecaps tend to ‘mean revert’ over time. IMO,
fundamentals should always take priority
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Don’t let your emotions run wild
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Why retail investors tend to lose money
•

Successful investing is about buying low and selling high. Unfortunately
many investors do the exact opposite

•

For example (see overleaf), when markets rocket and everyone is making
hay, retail investors are tempted in at inflated prices. But when the
inevitable crash arrives, they panic and sell at the bottom – crystallising
paper losses into hard cash

•

This has a devastating effect on a person's wealth over the long term

•

Tellingly a US study found that the average retail investor generated a
total return of just 2.5% pa over the past 20 years, while the S&P 500
delivered nearly 8%
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Emotions play a key role in bull/bear markets
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What to do if you can’t sleep at night
•
•

Everyone makes mistakes - so don’t needlessly beat yourself up, but learn
from them
Decrease risk by:
– Lifting your allocation of cash / ‘investment grade’ bonds, as opposed to equities
– Shifting from smallcaps to largecaps, or ‘defensives from high-beta names’. The
more volatile the stocks, the lower the hit rate
– Diversifying further to help neutralise ‘company risk’ and remove Alpha

•
•
•
•
•
•

Concentrate on total portfolio value - not individual stocks in isolation
If you are still getting stressed about a few poor performers, then switch
into some cheap ETFs/trackers instead
Focus on intrinsic worth as opposed to day-to-day price fluctuations
For serial ‘problem stocks’, then write them down to zero. This gets most
of the pain out the way, rather than being ‘killed by a thousand cuts’
Jettison stocks whose investment case is shot-to-bits
Investing becomes easier when you accept that 50% of the stocks you
buy, will on average fall immediately after purchase
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How to improve your returns?
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A few tips from the top
•
•

•
•

Meeting the exec-directors face-to-face is a useful tool to improve your
understanding of the company/industry
All the same, as with all walks of life, there are a few who don’t always
play with a straight bat, so be prepared to tread wearily. Quizzing them
though is probably the best way of finding out
Personally I favour experienced CEOs/FDs, who are open, passionate
about their business, knowledgeable and have 'skin in the game‘
Always keep some cash on the side lines to:
– take advantage of opportunities as they arise (re ‘stock watch’ list), and
– Ensure you never become a ‘distressed’ seller

•
•
•

Each investment should be supported by a clear thesis
I tend to get more interested in buying stocks, after a major pull-back
If you want to purchase American shares, then try to put these into a
SIPP, which (given its trust status) can usually avoid paying the standard
15%/30% with-holding tax on US dividends
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Top Tips continued
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Review the firm’s stock register and assess whether there are any large
shareholders selling, or likely to sell in future. I typically wait until any
substantial overhang has cleared
Nurture a healthy paranoia about what could go wrong
Don’t become complacent either, as this is when you are most vulnerable
Aim to buy after a results day, rather than just before – as negative
newsflow can lead to sharp losses, while upside surprises generally trigger
less dramatic moves
Personally I don’t short ‘over-valued’ stocks, because trying to predict the
exact moment when a fall will occur is almost impossible. “Markets can
remain irrational longer than you can remain solvent”
Newly appointed CEOs often sandbag their 1st set of results to help them
“under promise and over deliver”
Businesses that have to pay interest of >8% pa (ie >6% spread above LIBOR
would imply non-investment grade) is a warning sign that the company’s credit
may be tight
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Top Tips continued
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Watch out for management teams that are either too cosy, or are just
looking out for themselves. I have had one instance whereby the CEO
actually wanted to drive the shares down in order to buy the firm himself
Never buy a stock just because it’s cheap – since many are value traps.
You need to understand how & when the company can turn its fortunes
round
In terms of valuation, distinguish between cyclical and non-cyclical
industries, with the latter generally having superior earnings quality
REITs (real estate investment trusts) and property companies tend to be a
good hedge against inflation. If possible hold REITs in ISAs/SIPPs, in order
to shelter their untaxed (ie paid gross) income
Don’t invest solely for tax reasons
The upside offered from smallcaps must be significantly higher than for
largecaps, reflecting their reduced liquidity and greater risk
Don’t pay high fees for ‘index hugging’ active funds. Managers claim their
skill more than compensates for the expense. Yet this is not borne out in
the data, as only 27% of them have actually beaten their benchmarks
over the past 10 years
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Top Tips continued
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Some largecaps have issued tradable bonds, whose yield-to-maturity can
provide a good measure of equity risk
Don’t purchase accident-prone companies, even at rock-bottom prices.
“Last throws of the dice rarely work”
Don’t over-trade – as this incurs stamp duty, transaction fees and
commissions
“Be greedy when others are fearful” but only up to a point – don’t become
too exposed to just one stock/sector
Watch out for companies that have heavy investor interest or short selling
– as prices can be manipulated
Don’t be tempted to bottom fish in structurally broken industries. Most
boats will ultimately sink
Avoid crowded trades, and err on the side of being contrarian (for well
thought out reasons), rather than blindly following the herd
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Top Tips continued
•

•

•

•

Don’t get overly confident in your own ability, particularly after you’ve had
a good run. The tendency here is to put more cash into speculative areas
which invariably leads to painful losses and lower hit rates. “The riskiest
moment is when you are right”
Learn how to read a set of chartered accounts. Spend as much time
understanding the outlook, notes, cash flow, normalised profit
adjustments, equity movements and balance sheet statements, as on the
profit and loss account
If a company is struggling to produce its results, then it's probably bad
news, since the auditors may be refusing to sign off the going concern
opinion
Note: All AIM companies have to report their interims and prelims by 3
months and 6 months respectively after the period close, otherwise the
stock is automatically delisted. The going concern opinion covers the 12
months following the end of the reporting period
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5 frequent misconceptions
•

You can’t beat the index
–

•

Use stop losses
–
–

•

–

“The trend is not always your friend”
When there is a buying frenzy and a share price rockets - holding on in the hope that it will go higher
is pure gambling
I typically sell if a stock is >30% over-valued, or the investment case is no longer valid

Diversification is always good
–
–

•

Stop losses are often unsuitable for smallcaps where volatility is high
I do not like the thought of being bounced out of potentially profitable positions, solely because
others are selling

Run your winners
–
–

•

This is generally true for most FTSE350 constituents, as IMO 80% trade within +/-10% of their fair
values. However its not the case for off-the-beaten-track small/microcaps

Buying shares based solely on diversification delivers average performance, which is what Level 1
investors try to do
But for superior results, diversification should not compromise the quality of the stocks chosen

Buy and hold
–

IMO, the world is changing too fast to religiously adopt a purely “buy & hold” strategy. Companies do
not keep increasing their earnings and dividends forever
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What ‘red flags’ to watch out for
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Beware of companies that
It is unlikely any single ‘red flag’ (see below) would stop me on its own
from buying a stock outright, albeit having 4+ probably would
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Possess weak balance sheets (net debt > 2.5x EBITDA); not just bank
loans, but also tradable bonds, pension deficits, off-balance finance,
preference shares, deferred consideration, contingent liabilities, etc
Are involved in major litigation – at least until the dust settles, when it
may then be possible to get a handle on the exposures
Are headquartered/run in Emerging Markets (EM) but listed on AIM
(especially Chinese), as corporate governance can to be poor
Have one controlling shareholder and/or an overly dominant CEO, who
exerts excessive influence over the board. IMO, it is important to have
‘independent and highly competent non-execs to challenge and hold the
directors to account
Excessively massage, over-hype or window-dress their results
Have dual stock structures (eg voting vs non-voting) since these can
discourage takeovers and damage the interest of minority investors
Are still ‘pre-revenue’, or ‘pure blue-sky’ concepts
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Beware of stocks that, cont’d
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

May delist (eg smallcap miners, overseas companies), or are highly illiquid
with wide bid-offer spreads
Consistently have cash conversion rates <75% or trade working capital >
25% of sales. These can severely limit growth - meaning the company
may have to raise additional finance
Are single customer businesses, or have high counter-party risks
Operate morally reprehensible business models – apart from the ethical
angle, governments will eventually crack down
Change their auditor, NOMAD or Finance Director more than once in <2
years – suggesting something may be wrong
Complete excessive ‘related party transactions’ with directors, or are
subject to allegations of bribery / corruption
Capitalise much more R&D expense onto the balance sheet, than is
amortised via the P&L
Generate wafer thin margins - indicating few barriers to entry and little
pricing power
Are lifestyle businesses for the Board, who pay themselves too much
Issue excessive management LTIPs/bonuses, particularly those where only
modest performance is required
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Beware of stocks that, con’t
•
•

•
•

Cannot grow organically, but only by acquisition – suggests dying industry
Have large pension deficits (say >30% of marketcap, or are making recovery payments
>30% of sustainable PBT) that could drain future cash flows, and/or act as a
poison pill for potential acquirers
Poor debt collection (debtor days >60) and/or dodgy revenue recognition
Have been recently floated, as IPOs tend to be ‘fully-valued’ in bull
markets, especially when sold by private equity. (Nb. Government privatisations
are normally fine though)

•
•

•
•
•

Avoid companies offering fat dividend yields (ie >7%) in a low rate
environment – as these are usually “too good to be true”
Announce a future placing / rights issue well in advance. Speculators could
well decide to attack the stock in an attempt to drive the price down - to
later buy back at lower levels
CEOs quitting ‘blue sky’ or ‘jam tomorrow’ stocks, since it may imply they
don't believe the story
Report big one-off exceptional items every year, or repeatedly have to
raise more cash
Are accident-prone, run by poor management, and operate business
models that are too complex to understand
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So what about today’s markets?
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Valuations look frothy based on the numbers
•

•

The S&P 500 at 2,050 trades on 17.7x forward earnings, with 2016 EPS
expectations of $115.5/share and still declining. Even stripping out
energy/oil, the index is on circa 16x
To me, the recent rally since mid February is primarily down to another
round of credit expansion in China, a weaker dollar, temporary bounce in
oil/commodities, “dash to trash” and “short-covering” - rather than any
enduring, fundamental improvement in the world economy

•

More broadly too, it is hard to find undervalued stocks – so the future
direction of the market in 2016 is probably biased towards the
downside

•

As such my preferred approach is to:
– Stay defensively biased, and keep plenty of cash for future buying
opportunities
– Continue adding quality stocks to my ‘Watch-list’
– Remember “it much cheaper to do nothing than buy something stupid”
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Ominously there are plenty of dark clouds too…
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Equities, bonds and most assets (incl property) are expensive, so returns
going forward are likely to be lower than normal
Western governments (Europe, US, UK, Japan) are burdened by $10 trillions
of debt, on top of unfunded pension/healthcare liabilities. Going forward
these may act as a drag on global GDP and lead to higher taxes
Chinese hard landing due to vast misallocation of capital. According to the
FT, government debt has reached 237% of GDP (or $25bn) up from 148% in
2007. On top the IMF reckons $1.3 trillion of Chinese corporate debt is "at
risk" of default, with the average time taken for listed stocks to pay their
bills being 70 days, up from 42 in 2010
Renminbi devaluation would wreak havoc across EMs, as deflation is
exported abroad and borrowers sink under dollar denominated debts
2nd banking crisis, possibly triggered by surge in non-performing loans
and/or counter party risks wrt ‘over-the-counter’ derivatives
Eventually interest rates will have to rise (US core CPI is rising slowly),
which could squeeze dollar liquidity and generate major losses in bonds
Oil related sovereign wealth funds continue to sell equities to fill gaps in
their country’s deficits
BREXIT, albeit the ‘Bookies’ don’t think this will happen offering odds of 2:1
against (or a 33% chance)
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QE is storing up future problems by
•

Creating ‘perverse’ incentives to add factory capacity, thus causing global
deflation and damaging corporate ROCE

•

Encouraging low risk investors to buy volatile assets almost at any price

•

Generating huge demand for yield, especially in junk bonds and many low
growth dividend paying stocks – eg consumer staples, telcos and utilities,
now often trade on PERs > 20x

•

Leading to an enormous mis-allocation of capital with people financing
schemes that are frankly not viable

•

What’s more, thanks to ultra-low interest rates, many ‘zombie’ corporates
that should have gone bust during the last recession, are still limping
along - exacerbating the over supply of goods and services
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Current view on banks
•

Although banks are generally cheap compared to ‘tangible book values’ to me most are still ‘value traps’ because:
– Low/negative interest rates are affecting their lending activities
– Merchant banking is suffering on the back of a dearth of IPOs
– Constant stream of regulatory penalties for historical mis-selling (PPI,
LIBOR, FOREX, money laundering, tax evasion, sanction busting, subprime) - exacerbated by fine inflation
– Counter-party risk wrt non-performing oil/commodity loans and the
global over-the-counter derivatives market (whose gross notional worth is
$493 trillion with a replacement value of £14.5 trillion (source: FT) verses $70
trillion for global equities and $80 trillion of GDP)

– Long term threat from FinTech (eg m-payments, P2P lending, etc)

•

Opinion – I am keeping on the sidelines. Ultimately I suspect there will
have to be another round of dilutive rights issues; especially in Europe or
if Singapore, Hong Kong, London and Chinese property prices were ever to
collapse
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Summary for Level 3 investors
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

There are “no get rich quick schemes”. Level 3 investing involves the odd
sleepless night, and requires plenty of hard work to identify/exploit price
discontinuities
Need to be prepared to act against the consensus, even if painful in S/T
Invest only in areas where you have a high chance of success:
– Understand markets/companies better than others
– Do not wander into unknown territories - concentrate on areas where
you’re an expert (ie minimal analyst coverage)
Always consider wealth preservation and ask what can go wrong?
Complacency is a killer
Constantly re-evaluate your views in light of newsflow, especially if
contradictory information
Do not let emotions cloud judgement. Need to be objective, particularly with
regard to own ability
Measure your performance and learn from mistakes
Watch out for false and/or fraudulent market activities
It is impossible to accurately predict the top / bottom of markets. Instead
concentrate on absolute gains
Best of luck and happy investing
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